AMF Tromp and AMF Den Boer – formerly Tromp Group – provide best in class unit equipment and
fully-integrated bakery solutions for the global baking industry. Together, AMF Bakery Systems, AMF
Tromp, and AMF Den Boer help bakers grow their product portfolio with confidence to produce soft
bread and buns, sheeted artisan breads, pizzas and flatbreads, cakes and pies, and pastries and
croissants. Along with the latest bakery innovation, AMF provides expert design and applications
engineering, production expertise, full-system integration, project management, installation, training
and lifetime parts and service support.

Commissioning Software Engineer (CSE)
Gorinchem
What are you going to do?
The Commissioning Software Engineer (CSE) startup the lines for testing in the factory, validates the
safety program and manages information technology solutions that meet the needs of the business. The
CSE works closely with other experts to develop solutions and manage projects that facilitate process
improvements. To be successful we expect you to participate in phases of software development,
including requirement specification, design, implementation, software integration, testing, and
documentation required to meet company procedures. You will work independently on assigned
projects and tasks, effectively using other resources as needed and be able to test and validate technical
solutions based on best practices (e.g. standard tools). You will work closely together with colleagues
from different departments and external partner(s) for implementations of machinery parts and
problem solving. You will be responsible for code, test and troubleshoot applications utilizing the
appropriate hardware, software platform, database, programming tools and technology. You are perfect
in giving feedback of actions points. Drive the continuous deployment and improvement of process
through the Markel Business System (MBS)
What do we ask from you?
You have a Post-secondary college (Dutch MBO) in Industrial Automation, Information Technology or
other computer science and experience in working with Siemens and Allen Bradley PLC’s (Siemens TIA
Portal and Studio 5000) is a must. Minimum 2 years of Commissioning Software experience working at
medior level in manufacturing environment. Experience with agile programming methodology and
troubleshooting. Approaching problems in a practical manner instead of a theoretical way. You have a
customer focus and understanding of production deadlines and perfect communications skills; active
listening and writing (Dutch and English). Understanding of product development and manufacturing
methodologies to achieve high quality lines in the test period towards the start of FAT. You have a
Independence and good judgment, positive attitude, and an innovative spirit and displays a
commitment to continuous improvement through problem solving and employee involvement. It is a
plus if you have experience in programming structured text or programming in visual Basis/C++ and also
knowledge of Eplan electrical drawings.
Willingness to work about 10% of the time on site at customer location.
Required competencies: Teamworker, motivator to influence others, results orientated and technical
excellence.

Interested?
Please send your resume to Nathalie de Haan, HR Officer, n.dehaan@trompgroup.nl Information about
AMF Tromp and AMF Den Boer is available at www.trompgroup.nl.

